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Modelling of room air temperature profile with displacement ventilation

An accurate temperature gradient calculation is essential for displacement ventilation (DV) system design, since it directly relates to the calculation of supply air

flow rate. Several simplified nodal models were developed and implemented in the
various building simulation programmes to estimate the temperature stratification

in rooms with displacement ventilation. However, the most commonly used mod-

els do not take into account the types and locations of the heat loads in rooms with
DV. As a result, the calculated air temperature in the occupied zone can defer from

the real one by 2-3 °C, which causes poor thermal comfort and inadequate sizing
of the ventilation and cooling systems.

In the present study, the nodal model was proposed to provide a simplified technique to predict the vertical temperature gradient in rooms with DV. In addition,

the effect of the room height and locations of the indoor heat sources were studied

for the typical office environment. The measurement data were com-pared with the
existing nodal models and the proposed nodal model in terms of predicting the

occupied zone temperatures. The presented nodal model demonstrates an accurate
calculation of the temperature gradient for the typical heat loads and combinations
of them.

Keywords: displacement ventilation, thermal plume, mixing height, nodal model,
temperature gradient

1. Introduction
In displacement ventilation (DV) systems cool air is supplied into the occupied zone of
the room near the floor at low velocity and then entrained by buoyant plumes over any
warm objects. As a result, a two layer room air temperature profile, stratified and mixed,
is developed. Ideally, the air movements induced by thermal plumes transport heat and
pollutants to the layer above the occupied zone, promoting a vertical temperature and
contaminants stratification. The transition level between a mixed upper layer and stratified layer is called mixing height, which is related to the height where the inflow rate
matches the airflow induced by the thermal plumes in the occupied zone. Controlling the

mixing height position is one of the most challenging tasks in DV system design, since it
directly relates to the calculation of supply air flow rate.
Two different approaches were applied to control the supply airflow rate (Kosonen, Melikov, Mundt, Mustakallio, & Neilsen, 2017): a temperature based design where
the design criterion is the room air temperature in the occupied zone; and an air quality
based design where the design criterion is contaminant level over the occupied zone. An
air quality based approach is typically used in industrial applications where the contaminant stratification is significant for DV design. In commercial buildings where the thermal
comfort is the main issue, the temperature based design is the most common method. The
present research focuses on commercial buildings where the temperature gradient calculation is applied to calculate an air flow rate of DV systems.
Several simplified models have been developed with nodal and zonal approach
(Griffith, 2002). Zonal models solve energy balance in well-defined controlled volumes
focusing on fluid balance relations. Since these models are usually applied in DV design
to solve indoor air quality issues (Dokka, 2000), the present study focuses on the temperature-based models with nodal approach.
Nodal models are the analytical energy balance models with lumped parameters
that treat the building room air as an idealized network of nodes connected with flow
paths. They are widely applied in building design because of their simplicity, flexibility
and applicability. They differ in the number of nodes, flow and heat load configuration
and mixing height consideration. The models with two air nodes (Mundt, 1996; Li, Sandberg, & Fuchs, 1992; Arens, 2000) predict the linear slope between the air nodes near the
floor and exhaust one. The multi-nodal models introduce the temperature profile composed by variable slopes between the nodes. These models can use precalculated air flow
rates (Rees & Haves, 2001) or empirical coefficients (Mateus, & da Graça, 2015; Chen

et al., 1999) to predict the air-temperature distribution and the division of the heat loads.
The above mentioned models are currently used in DV design and available in thermal
energy simulation tools. The Mundt and the Mateus models are implemented in EnergyPlus, and the Mundt model is also available in IDA ICE.
The prediction of the mixing or neutral height, the level above which the temperature remains the same, is essential for all the multi-nodal models. It can be found from
the plume theory (Hunt, & Van den Bremer, 2011) as a height where the air flow rate of
the plume is equal to the room air flow rate. However, plume theory is valid only for the
fully developed plumes. The various researches indicate that convective plumes are getting fully-developed at the height above at least three source diameters above the source
itself (Menchaca-Brandan, 2012). That means that existing plume models may not be
sufficient for describing buoyant plumes in low-ceiling rooms. In addition, it is important
to check whether buoyancy forces are dominant in rooms with DV, since the high turbulence significantly affects the indoor air distribution (Espinosa, & Glicksman, 2017). The
relation between buoyancy forces and inertia forces in ventilated rooms is described by
Archimedes number (Neilsen, 2003). In the present study, the conclusions related to the
applicability of plume models and the effect of Archimedes number on the temperature
gradient in rooms with DV are made based on the previous studies and experimental results.
Validation and development of all those models has been based mainly on measurement with low ceiling (below 3 m). The results for low-ceiling rooms were applied in
dimensionless form. However, measurements depict that modelled non-dimensional temperature profile with low ceiling height is not valid with high ceiling applications (Kosonen, 2015). Therefore, there is a need to check the effect of different ceiling height on the
temperature gradient in rooms with different heights. The multi-node models are able to

provide the accurate temperature gradient prediction (Mateus, & da Graça 2015). However, for cases with high level flow elements, which are typical for commercial spaces, it
was revealed that all the current models provide the incorrect results (Kosonen et al,
2015). In addition, the distribution of heat loads between the nodes still needs a deeper
comprehension for better gradient prediction. Thus, there is a need to introduce a new
model to calculate temperature gradient in rooms with DV.
All the current nodal models have been validated only for the simple heat load
configurations and room layout. Therefore, considering the limitation of simplified models to predict temperatures in space, the model needs to be validated with temperature
measurements in different part of the room with DV. The nodal model proposed in the
present study is developed and validated with the measurement results for office layouts
with different arrangement and sources of heat loads.
2. Methods

This section describes the mixing height calculation methods for different heat

sources and compares the chosen nodal models with the presented one in terms of their
structure and performance. Then the validation of all the models with experimental results of the two measurement setups is provided.
2.1 Methods to calculate the mixing height

Since fluid flow in displacement ventilation is driven by convective flows from

the heat sources, plume theory is widely applied in the temperature gradient calculation.
The sources of indoor heat loads normally differ in geometrical shape, heat loss and location. Plumes in rooms most commonly have a circular cross-section, since heat sources
are three-dimensional. Fully-developed round buoyant plumes in a uniform environment
has a closed analytical solution for volumetric flowrate, momentum and buoyancy flux

(Hunt, & Van den Bremer, 2011). In addition, the experiments indicate that the volumetric flowrates from plume sources of different geometrical forms are very similar (Zukowska, Melikov, & Popiolek, 2007; Menchaca-Brandan, 2012). Therefore, the point source
method can be applied to the heat sources close to cylindrical and rectangular shape (Fontaine, Devienne, & Rose, 2006). The mixing height of convection plumes is obtained from
the equality of room air flow and total air flow across a horizontal cross-section of a
plume. In the case of multiple plumes from vertical heat sources the mixing height is
determined from the following equation:
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where: qv is a volume flux (m3/s), Φc is a convective heat (W), n is an amount of plumes,
hver
0 is a virtual origin height (m), k q is an entrainment coefficient for a point source
p

plume.
The entrainment coefficient depends on profile assumptions in integral plume models and
air properties. However, both theoretical (Davidson, 1986) and experimental studies
(Blaise, 2008) indicate that the entrainment coefficient k q has a main value 0.005 with an
p

error in the fourth digit after the decimal point.
Location of virtual origin is defined as the distance of a point source from the
surface of a real source, so that the point source generates the same velocity and temperature profiles as the real source. The location of the virtual point is usually dependent on
the geometrical parameters of the heat source and the selected parameters of virtual origin
setting (Hunt, & Kaye, 2001). The different techniques to calculate the location of virtual
origin for vertical sources are shown in Table 1:

Among the above mentioned methods, the present study applies the conical correlation
with “minimum” approach (Skistad, 1994) to calculate the virtual origin height above
the vertical heat source:
hver
0 = Hs − 1.47 ∙ D

(2)

To calculate the thermal plume from the rectangular source, the diameter is replaced by hydraulic diameter of the top of the source.
The buoyancy plume parameters from horizontal heated surfaces are less studied
and still required more research (Chaengbamrung, 2005). The plume height in this case
is dependent on the geometry of this source. The point source formula for the mixing
height works with round shape sources or the rectangular ones with the aspect ratio
(length/width) less than 2. In the case when the aspect ratio is greater than 2, the formulae
corresponding to a linear source must be considered (Devienne, & Fontaine, 2012).
The virtual origin setting for the horizontal area source could be calculated with
the correlation for area source plume with “neck” (Kaye & Hunt, 2009) that also fits the
experimental studies (Bouzinaoui, Devienne, & Fontaine, 2007). However, the previous
studies revealed that these models are only applicable to the relatively small horizontal
heat sources. The transition from displacement to mixing ventilation occurs when the area
of the source exceeds 15% of the floor area or even significantly less (Kaye, & Hunt,
2010).

The mixing height from the convection vertical surface usually occurs in a high
zone of a room. However, first temperature near the heated vertical surface happens due
to the flow transition from laminar to turbulent regime (Cooper, Hunt, & Linden, 2001).
The transition level can be estimated considering the condition for changing the flow regime from laminar to turbulent: Gr∙Pr = 7·108:
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where:  is a kinematic viscosity (m2/s); k is a thermal conductivity (W/(m·K)); g is a
gravity acceleration (m/s2); θw is a temperature of the window surface (°C); θsur is a surrounding temperature (°C); cp is a heat capacity (W/(m2·°C)); Hw is a height of the bottom
of the window (m); ρ is a density (kg/m3); β is a thermal expansion coefficient (1/K).
In order to count the strengths of different heat sources located in the room with DV, the
weight factors of the corresponding heat loads is proposed in this study:
hmx =hver
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where Φc is the total convective heat load (W).
2.2 Nodal models to predict the temperature gradient

Four nodal models with different approaches were chosen to be analysed and com-

pared with the proposed one: the Mundt, the Nielsen, the Rees & Haves and the Mateus
3-nodal model. Mundt (Mundt, 1996) proposed the 2-nodal model where temperature
gradient is calculated to be linear over the room height. In this model the radiative energy
flux from the floor is balanced by convective heat transfer from the floor surface to the
air. In the Nielsen model (Nielsen 2003) the linear vertical temperature gradient between
floor and the height of mixing layer is predicted with Archimedes number and the type

of heat load. The mixing height is calculated for a point source in stratified environment.
A simplified three-nodal model was proposed by Mateus and da Graça (Mateus, & da
Graça, 2015) with the use of load separation and low zone mixing factor. In addition, this
model calculates the temperatures of wall surfaces: floor, ceiling, high and low levels of
the walls. The alternative approach to consider the flow patterns between nodes was developed by Rees and Haves (Rees & Haves, 2001). The model includes 11 interrelated
nodes: 4 room air nodes out of the thermal plume, 4 nodes of the air flow within the plume
and 3 surface nodes representing floor, ceiling and wall temperatures. In addition, this
model uses 14 flow paths between the nodes with flow rate parameters that are pre-determined by experimental and numerical studies.
The nodal model (Figure 1) predicts room air temperature at three heights: at the
height of 0.1 m, at the height of the mixed layer (h mx) and the height of the exhaust air
temperature that is equal to the room height. Heat load distribution determines the convection heat transfer connection between the wall and air nodes. Low heat loads are considered to be the ones that occur in the occupied zone of the room, whereas high heat
loads are located near the ceiling. The examples of low heat loads are the ones from people and office equipment. The high heat loads in practice could be from lighting units,
heated ceiling or solar gains through high-located windows. When heat load occurs in the
middle of the room, it depends on the mixing height whether consider them high or low
heat loads. If the mixing height is located within the occupied zone, it refers to low heat
loads, and vice versa.

Figure 1. Simplified nodal models to calculate a temperature gradient in rooms with DV
The model consists of the set of 3 convection and 3 radiation heat balance equations assuming 50% split between the convective and radiative heat loads. The airflow pattern is
predefined in the model, so that the air-distribution in the room is displacement. However,
dominated high-level heat loads and long-wave radiation heating up the room surfaces in
the occupied zone affect the airflow patterns and temperature gradient. The proposed
model allows calculating the case when high-heat loads are presented, but not dominated
in the indoor heat balance. The cases when dominated high-located heat loads that not
covered by the simplified nodal model are described as the limitations of the model in
Discussion section.
The convective heat balance in three nodes includes the following equations (Eq.5-7) for
the case, when the most heat loads are located in the lower zone of the room:
Near the floor level:

ρ·cp·qv ·(θ0.1 – θs) = αcf·Af(θf – θ0.1) + αw·Aw·(θw– θoc)

(5)

ρ·cp·qv ·(θmx – θ0.1) – ρ·cp·qv ·(θe – θmx) = Φmx

(6)

αc,w·(θw – θ0.1) + αr,w·(θw – (θcAc + θfAf)/(At – Aw)) = Φr /At

(7)

Mixing level:

Wall surface:

In the case, when the most heat loads are located in the upper zone of the room, the
equations of 8-10 should be used:
ρ·cp·qv ·(θ0.1 – θs) = αcf·Af (θf – θ0.1)

(8)

ρ·cp·qv ·(θmx – θ0.1) = Φmx + αw·Aw·(θw– θmx)

(9)

αc,w·(θw – θ0.1) + αr,w·(θw – (θcAc + θfAf)/(At – Aw)) = Φr /At

(10)

The exhaust, floor and ceiling surface nodes of the model remain the same for
the both cases:
ρ·cp·qv·(θe – θs) = Φtot

(11)

αc,f·(θf – θ0.1) + αr,f·(θf – (θcAc + θwAw )/(At – Af)) = Φr /At

(12)

αc,c·(θc – θe) + αr,c·(θc – (θfAf + θwAw)/(At – Ac)) = Φr /At

(13)

Floor surface:

Ceiling surface:

where: qv is the air flow rate (m3/s), θe is the exhaust air temperature (°C), θf is the average
temperature of the floor (°C), θw is the average temperature of the wall (°C), θc is the

average temperature of the ceiling (°C), Φmx are the convective heat loads under the mixed
layer (W), Φhigh are the convective heat load over the mixed layer (W), αc,c, αc,f and αc,w
(W/(m2°C)) are the convective heat transfer coefficients of the room surfaces: ceiling,
floor and wall surfaces.
The proposed equations are linear if the heat transfer coefficients are constant. In a case
when correlations for convective heat transfer coefficients are applied (Novoselac A, Burley BJ, & Srebric J., 2006), the equations are getting non-linear and required iteration
methods to solve it.
2.3 Validation of the nodal models

Two test setups are applied to validate the chosen currently used nodal model and

the presented one. The first one is focused on the analysis of different heat sources, air
flow rates and room heights on the temperature gradient with DV. The second one performed in different office layouts includes 10 measuring points that allows studying the
uniformity of vertical temperature gradient throughout the room.
The test setup to check the model calculation in rooms with different flow elements consists of displacement diffusers with perforated front face and ceiling exhaust in
insulated with 100 mm polystyrene room with 20.8 m2 floor area and room height of 5.12
m. The internal heat loads (Table 1) consist of heated cylinders representing persons,
heated cube-shaped boxes representing computers, heated foils in one wall and ceiling
representing solar load on window at different levels and fluorescent lighting units (Figure 2). The computer simulators are made of non-painted galvanized steel. Personal simulators are made of galvanized steel and painted grey.

Figure 2. Measurement setup to study the effect of different room heights and heat loads
The Archimedes number is calculated for every case (Table 2, 3) to analyse the
influence of the relation between buoyancy and inertia forces to the vertical temperature
gradient:
𝐴𝑟 =

𝛽𝑔𝐻∆𝑇0
𝑞 2
( 0)

(14)

𝐴

where: β is the thermal expansion coefficient (1/K), g is the acceleration of gravity
(m/s2), H is the room height (m), ΔT0 is the difference between the exhaust and supply
air temperatures (K), qo is the airflow rate to the room (m3/s), A is the floor area of the
room (m2).
The temperature profiles are measured from four locations (P1-P4 in Fig.2) at ten
heights with calibrated PT100 sensors (accuracy ± 0.2 °C). Surface temperatures were
measured with Testo 830-TI-infrared thermometer (accuracy ± 0.1 °C). Supply and exhaust air flows were measured with air flow rate measurement device MSD 100, that was

calibrated with an orifice plate to reach the accuracy ±3%. Airflow measurement of MSD
device is based on differential pressure created by measurement probe pipes. The airflow
rate 0.05 m3/s was measured with Halton MSD 100 and MSD 200 and the airflow rate
0.15 m3/s was measured with MSD 200. The devices were located in ductwork on top of
measurement room.

In addition, the model was validated with the experimental results published by
Arens (Arens, 2000) for open-plan and cubic-style office arrangements (Table 3). The
test room layout is shown in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. Measurement setup to study the effect of different room heights and heat
loads.
The supply air is delivered from two opposing air distributors, whereas the exhaust
grille is located overhead to the right at height of 5 m. The internal heat loads were modelled by person and computer simulators (heated boxes) and 3 rows of lighting units. The
room height is 6.5 m, whereas the fluorescent lighting fixtures were located 3.8 m above

the floor. Air temperature measurements were conducted with 0.6 mm diameter copperconstantan thermocouples with a ± 0.2 °C accuracy at each of the ten positions indicated
during each test.
The supply air is delivered from two opposing air distributors, whereas the exhaust
grille is located overhead to the right at height of 5 m. The internal heat loads were modelled by rectangular person and computer simulators and 3 rows of lighting units. The
room height is 6.5 m, whereas the fluorescent lighting fixtures were located 3.8 m above
the floor. Air temperature measurements were conducted with 0.6 mm diameter copperconstantan thermocouples with a ± 0.2 °C accuracy at each of the ten positions indicated
during each test.
Thus, the validation of the model was conducted for rooms with different layout
and typical heat loads in commercial building.
3. Results

The measured data of the temperature gradient for the typical indoor heat loads

(Table 2,3) were compared with the calculation results of the selected simplified nodal
models: the Mundt, the Nielsen, the Mateus, the Rees & Haves and the presented nodal
model.The air properties are taken for standard conditions: ρ = 1.2 kg/m 3, cp = 1005
J/(kg·°C). The heat transfer coefficients in the Mateus and the presented nodal model are
calculated using Novoselac correlation (Novoselac et al., 2006), whereas in the Mundt
and Rees & Haves model the values recommended by the authors of these models are
applied. The capacity rates in the Rees & Haves model calculation are taken as recommended by the authors (Rees & Haves, 2001). In the Nielsen model the case with computer, desk lamp and manikin is takes as a reference.
In the presented nodal model the low heat loads Φmx are from people, floor. The
computes are located in the low zone of the room. The transition level of the window heat

loads is up to 2 m high, thus they were also calculated as low heat loads. The high heat
loads are from the ceiling and lighting.
The results of the corresponding measurements and calculations are presented at
the Figure 4 – 6. In all the figures of the temperature gradients the dimensionless temperature κ is am abscissa axis and the room height H s an axis of ordinates.

Figure 4. Comparison of the different nodal models with the measurement data.

Figure 5. Measured and modelled temperature gradients for the rooms with different
heights, heat loads and airflow rates (hw is the window height, qv is the airflow rate).

Figure 6. Measured and modelled temperature gradients in open-planned office (OPO)
and cubicle style office (CSO).

3.1 Accuracy of the models

To assess the accuracy of the models the following average error indicators is

used: Average norm of the error:
Avg. Dif. =

∑n
i=1(|Simi −Measi |)
n

(15)

Average bias:
Avg. Dif. =

∑n
i=1(|Simi −Measi |)
n

(16)

Average error:
Avg. Error =

100%
∙
n

∑ni=1 |

Simi −Measi
|
Simi

(17)

where:
Simi is a simulation result, °C;
Measi is a measurement result; °C;
n is a number of experiments.
The validation of the selected DV models was conducted based on the simulation
and measurement results in three important temperatures at the heights of 0.1, 1.1 and 1.8
m. The average results of the all measured cases are presented in Table 4.

The two-nodal Mundt model is not able to calculate the temperature gradient for
all the cases. The occupied zone temperature at the height 1.2 m calculates by the Mundt
model was roughly 3°C lower than the measured one. Even though, the range of the experimental values in the Nielsen model is limited, it able to predict the temperature near
the floor; however it overestimates the mixing height level. The negative values of average bias (Table 4) indicate that Mundt and Neilsen models underestimate the air temperatures at all the levels of occupied zone of the room.
The Mateus and the presented nodal models demonstrate similar temperature gradient prediction in the cases with low level heat loads. However, unlike the cases with
high level heat gains, such as heated ceiling, high window and computers, the Mateus
model accurately calculates the temperature gradient in the occupied zone of the room,
since it does not assume the gradient upper the mixing height. The Rees & Haves model
also works well in the cases with low heat loads (Figure 4 a, d), and in some cases (Figure
4, f) the model demonstrates the ability to follow the curve of the gradient. However, the
recommended (Rees & Haves, 2001) air capacities do not suit in all the combinations of
internal heat loads. Thus, it requires precalculation of air capacities in every complicated
case. The proposed nodal model demonstrates the average difference between the estimated and measured values 0.4 °C at the height 1.2 m.
In the cases with low level heat sources the major part the gradient exists in the
occupied zone regardless of the room height. The influence of the room height on the
vertical temperature gradient is essential in the cases with high-level heat loads, when the
temperature tends to stratify over the mixing level (Figure 5 l). However, for the cases
with only vertical heated surfaces, air-flow rate is more influential on the temperature

gradient in the rooms with different heights (Fig.5 i, j). The height of the distributed window heat source can be neglected, since the influence of heat gain is more essential for
the temperature gradient in the transition level.
The relation between buoyancy dominated to momentum dominated flows significantly affect the temperature gradient in low-ceiling rooms with high-level heat loads.
The analysis of the experimental results indicate the growing influence of inflow jets
when the Archimedes number is lower than roughly 10·103. In low-ceiling rooms (Fig. 5
m, n), when the impact of inflow jet is getting higher, the temperature tends to stratify
over the mixing height. It practically means that in the case of high heat loads, low ceiling
and/or dominated inertia forces (Ar < 10·103) the high heat loads are getting to the mixing
lever. The temperature gradient of the computer and ceiling heat loads also differ significantly depending on the airflow rates (Figure 5 g, h). Thus, in the cases of single heat
loads relatively higher than floor level and dominated momentum forces the proposed
model in 2 nodal mode can be still applied to predict the low-zone temperatures.
An arrangement of office layout has some effect of the thermal stratification in
rooms with DV. Despite the fact that the vertical temperature gradients tend to be similar
throughout the room, the office furniture that prevents even air distribution increases unevenness of temperature stratification in low zone of the room (Figure 6).
4. Discussion

Usually measurements for validation the models are conducted in low-ceiling rooms with
limited heat loads sources; usually they are person and computer simulators. At the same
time, in real application of displacement ventilation the heat loads are more diverse. The
presented measured data cover typical heat loads from different amount of people, computers, lighting units, heated surfaces and different combinations of them. The second
measurement setup allows investigating the influence of typical furniture obstacles on the

temperature gradient in different places of the room. In addition, the study of displacement ventilation in rooms with different heights shows different temperature gradient
performance .
Despite the common approximation of linear temperature gradient in rooms with DV, the
various measurements reveal the opposite. The results represent typical temperature stratification in rooms with displacement ventilation, when the main gradient occurs in the
low zone. Thus, the models that do not count the level of stratification are not able to
accurately calculate the temperature gradient. According to the measurements, two-nodal
models can only predict the gradient in the case with vertical heated surfaces. The proposed model improve the temperature gradient calculation in room with DV by accounting the influence of different typical internal heat loads.
Despite their simplicity and applicability, nodal models are not universal in predicting the
temperature gradient, since they are not able to count all the variety of factors affecting
the indoor airflows. When internal heat gains split into several highly asymmetric plumes,
it may generate a stratification profile with several mixing heights. The simplified nodal
model does not cover this complicated indoor temperature distribution. The model is also
inapplicable when internal heat gains are predominately radiative or located out of the
occupied zone. In that case, long-wave radiation heats up the room surfaces in the occupied zone affecting the airflow patterns and temperature gradient and creating a close to
linear temperature gradient without recognisable mixing height.
Thus, in the case of complicated unconventional heat load sources, uneven distribution
of heat and momentum fluxes, CFD methods are more applicable.
In addition, since the model is steady-state, it is not able to count the effect of dynamic
loads and thermal mass on the temperature gradient. However, in real-time building op-

eration conditions variation of heat loads and thermal mass effect have a significant influence on the temperature gradient. It could result in inadequate system operation and
design. Therefore, the proposed model should be validated in the dynamic mode.
Due to the increase of computational power, the attention to simplified models has decreased. On the other hand, through the years it became clear that simplified models have
benefits over complex models because of their user friendliness, straight forward and fast
calculation. These qualities are very suitable for integration in building simulation programmes. However, to obtain an accurate air temperature prediction in complex building
design the models with distributed parameters, such as CFD, are more acceptable.
5. Conclusion

The simplified nodal models are analysed and validated with the experimental results in
two measurement setups in order to evaluate the effect of different types and locations of
heat loads, room height and office layout on the temperature gradient calculation in rooms
with displacement ventilation. In all the treated cases displacement ventilation provides
even temperature gradient throughout the simulated office room spaces.
Heat load distribution and accurate mixing height calculation are the most essential factors to predict the temperature stratification for the DV design conditions. In addition, the
significant effect of room height and flow rates on the temperature gradient is revealed
for the cases with high-level heat loads. Two-nodal model is not able to count these factors. Among the multi-nodal models Mateus and the presented nodal model demonstrate
the closest temperature gradient prediction. The proposed nodal model is able to accurately calculate the all temperatures for all the typical room heights and indoor loads
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